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**INVITED SPEAKERS**

- Prof. Banghua Yang  
  Shanghai University, China
- Prof. Chunjie Zhang  
  Beijing Jiaotong University, China
- Prof. Kurban Ubil  
  Xinjiang University, China
- Prof. Yan Wang  
  East China Normal University, China
- Prof. Wei Li  
  Beijing Institute of Technology, China
- Prof. Wei Shen  
  Shanghai Jiaotong University, China
- Prof. Hongmin Gao  
  Ho-hai University, China
- Assoc. Prof. Feng Wang  
  Fudan University, China
- Prof. Lei Zhen  
  Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
- Prof. Qijun Zhao  
  Sichuan University, China
- Prof. Guoqiang Zhong  
  Ocean University of China, China
- Prof. Lin Zhang  
  Tongji University, China
- Prof. Zhihui Lai  
  Shenzhen University, China
- Prof. Mei Wang  
  Xi’an University of Science and Technology, China

---

**Best Paper Award**

The Conference Committee will select 2 best papers among all accepted papers to grant Best Paper Award with 1000 CNY per paper as the bonus and certificate and the Award will be announced at the dinner banquet on October 17, 2021.

---

**PREVIOUS KEYNOTE SPEAKERS**

- Prof. David Zhang  
  (IEEE and IAPR Fellow)  
  Chinese University of Hong Kong (Shenzhen), China
- Prof. Cheng-Lin Liu  
  (IEEE and IAPR Fellow)  
  Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
- Prof. Kenji Suzuki  
  Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
- Prof. Liang Wang  
  (IEEE and IAPR Fellow)  
  Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
- Prof. Linlin Shen  
  Shenzhen University, China